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INTRODUCTION

More emphasis is being given to wider listening in the new GCSE specifications, making the task of discerning 

between different musical periods and styles more relevant. To be effective, the practice of ‘style-spotting’ 

needs to start early, from KS3 onwards. Those preparing for ABRSM exams grades 5 to 8 will be used to a 

similar challenge in their aural test, when spotting key features in a piece played by the examiner.

This resource is more about the ‘how’ than the ‘what’. How do you present the differences and evolution in 

styles in a way that works for new, young listeners, so that they can pick them apart with confidence? How do 

you capture their imagination so that they feel like exploring the styles for themselves? How do you describe 

the experience of listening to those different styles?

We’ll revisit the well-known key features of styles from new angles, considering presentation tactics for making 

style-spotting fun, starting with the principles of attentive listening, and the pitfalls to avoid. There is also a 

Spotify playlist to accompany this resource.

PRINCIPLES OF ATTENTIVE LISTENING

Many of these are common practice, but it is worth covering them if only as a gentle reminder as you plan for 

next year.

Create a listening environment

No amount of cunning shortcuts can replace the simple practice of listening often, and being immersed in a 

variety of styles. Attentive, purposeful listening is less and less part of student lifestyle and culture, so a more 

concerted effort has to be made in the classroom to build the right habits. Every time the students enter the 

classroom, a new piece could be playing that they are invited to comment on afterwards.

The key thing is consistency. It’s the sort of exercise that happens easily at the beginning of term, but falls away 

as the year progresses. Good habits take a long time to form and are easily broken. Competitions and games 

can help keep the resolve!

Have a timeline on the wall

Part of the difficulty of retaining new knowledge about historical styles comes in not being able to situate the 

facts in a wider picture. Having a large timeline constantly on display that can be added to visually, ideally by 

the students, is an effective way of improving understanding and retention. It not only makes a good opening 

exercise to the year, but also one that can be productively repeated each year as their knowledge grows. You 

can then compare a Year 11 timeline to the Year 9 one as a means of encouragement.

Introducing performances

Students should get into the habit of introducing any piece of music they are about to perform, not least 

because it prompts a useful bit of self-directed research and deepens their appreciation of what they are about 

https://open.spotify.com/user/jonpjames/playlist/75yNz3dQPpSx7mBhuUAab5
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to play. A few sentences are all that’s required, but vagueness needs to be challenged. And can they come 

up with a surprising fact?

Sharing playlists

Using the school intranet, can you create an online listening list that the students add to and comment on? Or 

a means of sharing playlists, either as part of classroom project (allotting a different musical style to each small 

group, for example) or more informally? How do you switch students on to listening attentively to unfamiliar 

music outside the classroom? Are their incentives you can create?

Busting three common myths

There are several truisms that can be found in online discussion threads when it comes to spotting styles. While 

there are helpful elements to the following sweeping statements, they do need some qualification.

1. ROMANTIC MUSIC IS THE MOST EXPRESSIVE

All music is expressive, in the right hands. Play Purcell’s ‘Cold Genius’ aria (from King Arthur, 1691) or Bach’s 

‘Erbarme dich’ from his St Matthew Passion (1727). They are every bit as dramatic and emotionally intense as 

a Mozart symphonic movement or a Wagner aria. The aesthetic, of course, is very different, but the emotional 

language is just as powerful.

The real danger here is casting Romantic music as ‘exciting’ and, by default, writing off anything that precedes 

it as boring or expressively hamstrung.

2. MODERN MUSIC IS DISSONANT

Some of it is, but dissonance is a relative concept. Baroque music has its fair share of ‘illicit’ chords. Domenico 

Scarlatti liked to push the boundaries, and in his Keyboard Sonata in A minor K175 he writes some incredibly 

pungent, finger-tangling chords. If you isolate some of them on the piano and take them out of their immediate 

context they sound like a 20th-century cluster:

You could go back further and point out the false relations in late Renaissance choral writing, as well as 

examples of surprisingly chromatic word-painting. Dufay’s ‘Belle, veulies moy retenir’ (1440s) is filled with 

spicy harmonies of this kind.

Or which madrigal would you pick by Gesualdo? The final laments to ‘Merce grido piangendo’ are a revelation. 

Or try the arresting openings to ‘Tu m’uccidi’ or ‘Moro lasso’. His dark vocal settings and twisting of the line 

prefigure tonal innovations of several centuries later.

Take a Bach prelude and show students how the original score has no expressive markings. Then play 
it three different ways, from neutral to vivid. Can they discern what makes the ideas leap off the page 
and how so much is down to the interpreter?

https://open.spotify.com/track/3pUz5l8336Kf91qVWZNF7E
https://open.spotify.com/track/6iwmLFqcDZDFn4G1MOCqVF
https://open.spotify.com/track/6iwmLFqcDZDFn4G1MOCqVF
https://open.spotify.com/track/2qylW91uA4z1lEcUcsuPjj
https://open.spotify.com/track/0xyVirAwVZmpV7h2vXivm6
https://open.spotify.com/track/2HGsUNXD3PXVrwt11aXftT
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Equally, a lot of 20th-century music is sweet on the ear and enjoys a very stable tonal centre. Sometimes it is 

difficult to separate a late Romantic piece from an early modern one on the basis of tonal stability alone.

3. IF IT’S A FUGUE, IT’S MOST LIKELY BAROQUE

The fugue as a form might well have had its high-water mark in the late Baroque period, but many composers 

have used it as a textural device since then, from Mozart to Wagner and Shostakovich. German Romantic 

composers from Schubert through to Brahms love to pepper their symphonic finales with fugal counterpoint 

too, as a means of increasing the tension (and showing off their composing prowess).

STYLE-SPOTTING BEFORE THE BAROQUE

In line with the set works, most students’ classification of classical music tends to start with the Baroque period, 

with little attention given to the 1,500 years that preceded it. The implication for them seems to be that the 

1600s is where music finally took form and got interesting, and the rest is about monks chanting in cloistered 

shadows.

A way around this is to talk enthusiastically about the experience of listening to Renaissance polyphony, and 

about the musical thinking behind it. In a Palestrina mass setting, for example, you often start with a stream, a 

single voice, which gently proliferates into a wide river. The listener can be swept up in that flow, or submerged 

in it, unaware of beginning, middle and end. Part of the principle of Renaissance thinking was to lose the 

listener in an illusion of timelessness, evoking the eternal qualities of the Creator.

From the sacred to the profane: isn’t this great music to chill out to? Could students come up with images that 

describe that sense of getting wonderfully lost in the imitative textures, of being bathed in a throng of human 

voices? Common images that come up are:

 � a hall of mirrors

 � a maze with a thread to follow

 � a deep warm bath

Free chant

The flowing lines of this music derive in turn from the freedom of chant and the intoning of religious texts that 

had adorned liturgies for centuries. A first step into this world could be to compare the freedom of medieval 

chant to the freedom of the vocal line in other genres, such as flamenco or gospel.

Can you get the class singing a drone in a 5th and someone soloing within an ambit of five notes above?

Both the drone and long melisma help create a sense of boundlessness. Listening to Pérotin’s treatment of the 

Gregorian chant ‘Viderunt omnes’ (1198) there is a lilt, even a dance to the dialogue between the lines. This is 

music that feels endlessly free.

The overall aim here is to pre-empt the stereotypical reaction to such music as dour and rigid. We have to 

go beyond that impression of an austere religious setting with black cassocks and tonsures, noting how that 

image distracts the ear from appreciating how free and seemingly improvised the music is.

How does this music make the most of the high vaults, repeated pillars and other features in which 
it’s set?

Pérotin could spend 
up to five minutes on 
just one vowel!

‘Melisma’ and ‘melos’ (song or melody) both have connotations with the Greek and Latin for honey 
(‘meli’ or ‘mel’, respectively). Imagine spreading vowels like honey over as many bars as possible. It 
should be really pleasurable to listen to and to sing.

https://open.spotify.com/track/6VYmmqcCROozPz5IQstUUC
https://open.spotify.com/track/7hJKcVgTFa0ZOQkg2ZF539
https://open.spotify.com/track/7hJKcVgTFa0ZOQkg2ZF539
https://open.spotify.com/track/22XFIeDpR94SMxdTYuCN0I
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IDENTIFYING THE BAROQUE ERA: 1597-1759

We’ve dwelt on purely vocal, a cappella music so far, but the Baroque era saw an upsurge in the population 

of instruments. Most lay listeners can easily pick out the sounds of a Baroque gut string, the hollowness of a 

recorder or the twang of a harpsichord.

When introducing the period to students, it’s worth enjoying the full menagerie of instruments that flourished 

in the Baroque before becoming obsolete, such as a violetta marina with sympathetic strings (from the viola 

d’amore family):

Or a theorbo, from the lute family:

Sonic fireworks

A good way of representing the impressive explosion of instrumental sound that heralded the Baroque is to 

play the resplendent opening to Monteverdi’s 1610 Vespers of the Virgin Mary.

After a brief plainchant, the choir sings a resolute D major chord while the instruments swirl around it, like 

planets orbiting the sun. It was this vibrant and supremely Italian sound that so impressed tourists to St Mark’s 

Basilica in Venice. One English visitor in 1608 wrote that the music was ‘so delectable, so rare, so admirable, 

so super excellent that it did even ravish and stupefy all those strangers that had never heard the like. I was 

rapt up with St Paul into the third heaven.’

That last line is telling, because it reminds us of the purpose of this music – to transport the listener into a state 

of spiritual ecstasy, and to communicate the glories of the Divine.

The Baroque period 
traditionally dates 
from the appearance 
of Peri’s Dafne 
through to Handel’s 
death.

MINI RESEARCH PROJECT

What are the most exotic Baroque instruments that students can find? They could search according 
to instrumental family.

https://open.spotify.com/track/41PQ1BCwItQHtJK4tak2Lw
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Showing off and dancing

Monteverdi and the Gabrieli brothers also liked to show off the brilliance of the new instruments and their 

players. In fact, ‘showing off’ was very much in vogue in the 17th century. The wigs grew more outlandish, 

the frills and cuffs widened, the speech became more flamboyant. And as the instruments became more 

sophisticated, so did the music written for them, with treatises on how to play them. The cult of the virtuoso was 

born, with champions emerging in different fields, for example:

 � Farinelli (castrato)

 � Biber, Westhoff and Vivaldi (violin)

 � Reincken and JS Bach (keyboard)

Baroque music was initially criticised for its apparent excess, its exuberance, and its delight in ornate lines. 

You can have fun coming up with visual metaphors:

A ‘Baroque’ ice cream?

A ‘Baroque’ dog?

This ornateness was not just for decorative effect. French keyboardists developed a whole system for 

communicating emotion (or ‘affect’) through specific ornaments and ways of embellishing a cadence. This 

expressive line was inspired by how a singer would naturally colour and embellish a melody.

As music came out of the church and into the world of the courts, so its function changed. Louis XIV apparently 

insisted on music to accompany his waking, his every meal, his walks in the Versailles grounds, his card 

A very ‘Baroque’ chapter heading from François Couperin’s treatise L’art de toucher le clavecin: ‘How 
to sit at a harpsichord wearing a light smile for the assembled company’.
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games, even his baths. Courtly dance music saw an upsurge, and many principles of dance began to shape 

musical thinking:

 � regular meter.

 � clearly delineated slow-fast movements.

 � a regular pulse, often carrying on unimpeded in a piece in a moto perpetuo.

 � repeated, short rhythmic units.

Polyphony

In the Renaissance period, we talked of getting lost in the voices as they intertwined and melded together. 

Apart from the imitative processes, the overall structure is not always apparent to the listener. It’s more about 

the experience of being immersed in a glorious vocal sound as it echoes around a large space.

In the Baroque period, the lines are still florid but more discipline is brought in through principles of counterpoint. 

The listener can start to discern a definite structure to a piece, whether a canon, ricercare or fugue. This is a 

basic graphic for those sort of florid yet imitative textures:

Style sleuth

Having introduced some of the main concepts above (demonstrating where possible on an instrument), the 

time has come for some ‘style sleuthing’.

Play the opening to ‘Winter’ from Vivaldi’ Four Seasons (1723). What features strike the students? You could 

point out, using suitable vocabulary:

 � the icy tone and how daring that was.

 � the repeated mordents and ornaments.

 � how impressive the solo violin part is, with its arpeggiated figures and double-stopping.

 � the sustained rhythmic pulse.

 � how the texture alternates between grosso and ripieno passages.

 � the harpsichord and solo cello as continuo.

These are all fundamental aspects to the Baroque sound and to the narrative of this concerto movement. Can 

they guess what is being described?

The ‘four and 20 blackbirds’ of the nursery rhyme were the 24 black-clad violinists employed by King 
Louis. At his peak, he had 150 musicians in his employ.

Can the students make up their own graphic for how they experience the sound? Get out A3 paper 
and plenty of colours!

https://open.spotify.com/track/1c831kwhC1pxEZtvmpdaA1
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Not forgetting the voice

The Baroque era saw an abundance of new instruments, as we’ve seen. Yet so much instrumental music was 

inspired by innovations in the choral and operatic world. Consider how many vocal forms took shape in the 

17th century:

 � opera seria and opera buffa

 � cantata

 � oratorio

 � anthem

A Handel aria such as ‘Lascia ch’io pianga’ from Rinaldo (1711) is a good way of demonstrating the doctrine 

of Affekt, for example, with the voice expressing the mood of suffering throughout. Can students spot:

 � the ritornello structure?

 � all the appoggiaturas?

 � the underlying dance rhythm – a Sarabande, with occasional emphasis on the second beat?

 � the embellishments in the repeated sections?

IDENTIFYING THE CLASSICAL ERA: 1750-1820

The Classical era saw a ‘deep cleanse’ of musical textures, from mainly polyphonic to mainly homophonic. This 

is something that should immediately strike the listener. Comparing a fusty, busy fugue to the clean lines of an 

early Classical piano sonata would make the contrast clear. The graphic below is an attempt at showing the 

neat, periodic phrasing and clear pillar-points in a typical Classical sonata:

Using an analogy in prose, a Baroque sentence would read something like this:

‘And on they went, deeper and deeper into the forest, dark and heavy with shadow, alive with 
an eerie green, the heart of the trees letting out a heady elixir of sap, damp moss and decay, 
numbing them to a standstill…’

The Classical equivalent would be:

‘They went into the forest. It was dark, scary and smelly.’

There’s an admirable economy of expression, and a clarity of form and structure in 18th-century music that 

reflects the spirit of the Enlightenment. If you press ‘pause’ on a Classical piece, you can generally guess 

what’s around the corner.

This isn’t true all the time, of course, but there is an inevitability to the rise and fall of a Classical phrase, with its 

antecedent and consequent members grouped together into symmetrical periods. The art was to set up these 

expectations and then confound them.

In a Classical sonata we accordingly listen out for:

 � conversations between different parts and instruments.

 � debate and argument.

 � clear dramatic rhetoric: question and answer, statement and counter-statement.

 � symmetry and order – and deliberate disruptions to both, for effect.

https://open.spotify.com/track/4oekEsSxmGWgpMMbarDqEr
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So, a first way in might be just to listen to the overall texture, for clearly phrased melody with unfussy tonic-

dominant harmony underneath.

Another ‘quick spot’ would be to point out the new forms and genres that flourished in the 18th century:

 � the string quartet and other chamber ensembles.

 � the four-movement symphony.

 � the sonata.

Where the general tenor of Baroque music was about extravagance, Classical music was about restraint, 

about control over form and expression. If you hear a string quartet playing a polite minuet, that typifies the 

Classical sound – at its most stereotypical, granted.

We have to steer away from the notion, though, that music of the Classical era was staid and predictable. 

Mozart’s operas explore the recesses of the imagination and are superbly dramatic, as are his late symphonies. 

Haydn delighted in surprising the listener, and also had his darker, ‘Sturm and Drang’ phase. Listen to the 

troubled finale of his Symphony No. 49, ‘La passione’, for example.

Style sleuth

Listen to the exposition of Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 (1788) and highlight (again, using more student-friendly 

words):

 � the viola’s broken-chord accompaniment.

 � the clear arch of the first subject.

 � the long phrases answered by shorter ones.

 � the musical sentences and their punctuation – can students imagine what’s being ‘said’?

 � the drama of sudden accents and repeated fortes.

 � the complete contrast of the second subject and the balance it gives.

 � the inclusion of clarinet in the woodwind.

 � the clarity of texture throughout.

 � the strength of purpose and structure.

Everything feels ‘inevitable’, in its perfect place. There is drama without wandering too far from the script.

IDENTIFYING THE ROMANTIC ERA: 1820-1910

The Romantics channelled the spirit of the Baroque, in their way. There’s much to compare between Liszt 

and Vivaldi, for example. Both were virtuoso player-composers who wanted to test the limitations of their 

instruments; both were torn between the vocation of the church and the concert platform, between a life of 

fame and adulation and humble service to loftier goals. They were both larger-than-life characters.

Early Romantics were branded with the same insults as Baroque composers. They were seen as excessive, 

tasteless and anti-establishment. Goethe, the arch-Classical writer, saw Romanticism as a form of sickness, 

a hysterical tumour to be excised through temperate living. Even the composers themselves were wary of the 

term:

‘I am sick and tired of the word “Romantic”, even though I have not spoken it ten times in my 
entire life.’ Robert Schumann, 1837

One of the first things to point out to students is that the 90 years (or so) of Romanticism span vastly different 

styles and developments. A Schubert symphony from the early Romantic period is a world apart from one by 

Tchaikovsky (mid-Romantic) or by Mahler (late).

https://open.spotify.com/track/5xBxK2RHyK3w9vpq5kWOjK
https://open.spotify.com/track/0EOhISpFFOMvJMyfl9nMSk
https://open.spotify.com/track/0Ads0ahV9BPDYmqTtoScnz
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There are, however, uniting themes that run throughout the era, reflecting trends in 19th-century literature and 

painting:

 � death.

 � transcending death.

 � love, passion, yearning (and death by any of these three).

 � the diabolic and the macabre, ghosts and fantasy.

 � the self and self-identity.

 � the world of the unconscious and dreams.

 � the supremacy of nature.

These are all rather epic topics, and that definitely translates into the music. It’s as if the parameters of 

harmony, rhythm, colour and melody all had to be stretched to accommodate the new artistic vision. You can’t 

capture ‘transcendence’ with three standard chords and a mundane melody! Everything had to be expanded 

to achieve the levels and scope of expression required. That included, in musical terms:

 � more complex chords, extending beyond the 7th and 9th.

 � chord progressions and modulations into unusual, unrelated key centres.

 � rhythmic freedom and more give and take (rubato).

 � longer lines in the melody.

 � larger structures.

 � more conflict.

 � more programmatic music (eg tone poems) and more prominent narratives.

 � more dynamic contrast.

 � more extremes in mood.

 � more timbral variation and a wider range of effects experimented with on individual instruments.

 � expanded instrumentation: orchestras require up to 100 players or more.

How do you get that ‘off-the-page’ expansion into a graphic? Something like this:

A key word to all the above is ‘intensity’. Romantic music is generally more intense in its expression, whether 

the music is urgent or peacefully transcendent. It’s not music that lends to being in the background – it 

demands attention and involvement.

The Romantics could be intense whatever the setting, whether in miniatures or in epic symphonies. A Chopin 

nocturne, a Grieg lyric piece or a Schubert Lied is every bit as intense a listening experience, in its own way, 

as a Strauss tone poem or Rachmaninov piano concerto.

MINI RESEARCH PROJECTS

 � Find the new instruments that made their way into the Romantic repertoire.

 � What new techniques were pioneered for the piano by composers such as Chopin and Liszt?

https://open.spotify.com/track/792SR2zDdaZ7OMwimDxiBP
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Most of the above themes are encapsulated in the well-known painting Wanderer above the Sea of Fog by 

German Romantic artist Caspar David Friedrich (1774-1840):

Ask the students how this is a visual representation of the core ideas. Points for discussion include:

 � the focus on the individual, not the masses, and the implied quest for self-identity.

 � how we are drawn, as the viewer, into the wanderer’s outlook, and how we relate to his subjective viewpoint.

 � the heroic stance, a man at the summit, having conquered the climb.

 � the mystical, fantastical qualities of the forest and mountains shrouded in fog – both threatening and 

welcoming.

 � how nature is depicted as boundary-less and overwhelmingly beautiful.

Style sleuth

Can we hear some of these ideas expressed in the music of the time? Listening to Weber’s overture to Der 

Freischütz (1821) offers a good parallel to some of them, at least. The central romance, the setting in nature 

and the tryst with the devil immediately tapped into the Romantic Zeitgeist, and Weber’s daring storytelling 

illustrates many tenets of early Romanticism. It was an international success. Students could listen out for:

 � the darkness of the opening: how space is created and used.

 � the horn calls over undulating strings: what images of nature does this bring to mind?

 � the tremolo in the strings, creepy strikes on the bass drum and double bass, and searching cello line.

 � the sudden surge from minor into major, and then falling back again – and how fluid this is.

 � the dynamic contrast, from pp to ff, in the Allegro section.

 � how much conflict there is between the families of instruments.

 � how ‘singable’ most of the tunes are. Could you stop the recording and sing them back?

 � the sudden switch of mood at 7:55. What do they think is happening in the narrative here?

 � the weight of the brass, strengthened by trombones and a sturdy hit on the timpani.

Or how about listening to Schumann’s defiant song (or Lied) ‘Ich grolle nicht’ from his Dichterliebe cycle 

(1840)? What makes this music Romantic rather than Classical?

 � the urgency of the piano part.

 � the suspensions, the harmonic fluidity.

https://open.spotify.com/track/2uJj5SzdCkL56uo1U5itzn
https://open.spotify.com/track/2uJj5SzdCkL56uo1U5itzn
https://open.spotify.com/track/0Kw6VkpXdqUrlWciIQ8jTY
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 � the dynamic range of the voice.

 � the rhythmic freedom (rubato) at the peak of the song.

 � the melodramatic sentiment, the forcefulness of tone.

Sticking with Schumann, there is something about the expansiveness of the melody in this movement from his 

Piano Quartet in E flat (1842) that is quintessentially Romantic, along with the unashamed luxuriating in the 

opening sequences with their sighing intervals. The harmonies at 7:15 are characteristically unstable as well.

It also illustrates how every instrument gets a chance to lead the texture and determine the flow of the music 

– not just the piano, as would have been the case 30 years earlier in a mid-Classical piano chamber piece. Is 

this a piece to play when remembering friends loved and lost?

IDENTIFY THE MODERN ERA (1900-1960) AND 
CONTEMPORARY WORKS
If students thought the Romantic era was diverse and wide-ranging, 20th-century and contemporary music 

blow all style limitations out of the water.

From folk nationalism to jazz, serialism to minimalism, neo-Baroque to polystylism, there are no neat ways 

of summarising all the developments. That’s why the graphic for this is a question mark, a challenge to all 

previously fixed concepts and formal constraints:

Perhaps it’s easier, then, to adopt a process of elimination when identifying 20th-century music, by recognising 

those features which preceding eras would not have contained:

 � sustained, strident dissonance.

 � complete rhythmic freedom.

 � mixed metre.

 � non-functional harmony – chords as pure colour.

 � melodies that twist and turn in surprising ways, not necessarily following typical contours.

 � jazziness.

 � ‘exotic’ sounds and oriental influences.

 � retrospectives on previous styles (neo-Baroque, neo-Classical).

 � re-imagining folk music.

The challenge, perhaps, is to steer new listeners away from preconceptions of the above as ‘squeaky gate’, 

‘anything-goes’ music. There are new freedoms, certainly, but Prokofiev could sound every bit as ‘Romantic’ 

as his 19th-century predecessors when he wanted to, just as Bartók could embrace simplicity, or Vaughan 

Williams could draw on the sounds of the Renaissance.

MINI RESEARCH PROJECT

Find five ‘-isms’, five movements that crossed between the arts. Define how the music reflects the 
central ideas of each.

https://open.spotify.com/track/4HwdbnFcB6msTgM6iu35xY
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Style sleuth

The Unanswered Question (1908) by Charles Ives is an iconic place to start for delving into early modernism. 

It bridges between a consonant past and an uncertain future. It plays with three planes of sound:

 � the strings represent the Eternal, the unchanging and tonal heart of existence.

 � the distant trumpet asks its five-note question seven times, questioning existence.

 � the woodwind give their response, getting more agitated each time as if frustrated at the lack of progress.

Students can analyse how those woodwind ‘answers’ express that rising frustration. What changes in the 

rhythmic and melodic writing?

Prokofiev’s plush score to Romeo and Juliet (1935) has a lot of Romantic touches, as befits the subject, but 

it is also distinctly modern. ‘The Death of Mercutio’ makes for a good deduction exercise, with the following 

features:

 � the motor-like accompaniment.

 � the extended roll on the side drum.

 � the ‘spiky’ theme on the bassoon and the prods from the brass.

 � the extreme gap in registers (eg between high oboe and double bass) and the emptiness that creates.

 � the delight in dissonance when required.

Messiaen’s Quartet for the End of Time  (1941) is also a wonderful piece to provoke good discussion (see also 

a Music Teacher resource on Messiaen, May 2017). There’s no debating whether it sounds modern – it’s more 

how the composer explores new colours and textures through his evocation of birdsong, through liturgical 

references and the wonderfully imaginative combination of his limited instrumental resources.

The final, rhapsodic ‘hymn of praise’ is all the more stunning for how it breaks from the dissonance of previous 

movements and yet still remains otherworldly, ending in a place of ecstasy. Can students pinpoint what makes 

it ‘modern’, given how consonant it is?

CONCLUSION

The minute you try and narrow down and put words on stylistic constraints, the more the music seems to slip 

from grasp and defy easy classification. It’s a lifelong pursuit, the art of recognising signature traits and tell-tale 

signs. As with anything, it gets easier with practice.

To return to the fundamental principles outlined at the beginning of this survey: our job is to make attentive 

listening part of the everyday classroom experience and to use deductive processes wherever possible. Style-

spotting can start at a young age – the earlier the better. Happy sleuthing!

https://open.spotify.com/track/5czWcQqRmkOtZ2ZBcUsRRA
https://open.spotify.com/track/4GKaOqXvk0dcUhT3vfIAz2
https://open.spotify.com/track/51nYd2RzNlBFCSKxW5ccLQ

